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DA7 is a state-of-the-art data center in the Dallas metro enabling
customers access to the Dallas ecosystem of 440+ network, cloud
and content providers.
Equinix invested more than $20 million for the DA7 International
Business Exchange™ (IBX®) data center, which currently includes
1,200 cabinets. Now at full build the site has a total of approximately
37,900 ft2 (3,522 m2) of colocation space bringing the total Equinix
Dallas footprint to 288,400+ ft2 (26,790m2) of colocation space
dispersed over eight data centers.
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• In order to gain efficiencies, companies are using new
technologies to parse and distribute data to locations in close
proximity to where processing occurs
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• DA7 provides customers who want to deploy data-intensive
services close to their customers, partners and public clouds by
seamlessly connecting back to other Equinix IBX data centers in
the Dallas Infomart Data Center™
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• World-class ecosystem; strategic location; room to grow
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• They can also interconnect directly to customers and partners in
their digital supply chain. The Dallas colocation facilities enable
customers to be part of a rich industry ecosystem and serve a
high concentration of telecommunications companies

• Data growth is increasing so rapidly that traditional storage
management and data analysis methods are no longer feasible.
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• Our Dallas data centers are business hubs for 440+ companies.
Customers can choose from a broad range of network service
from 140+ network service providers

Why DA7?
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• The Dallas-Fort Worth region has long been a major internet and
network peering exchange point and continues to be a major
communications hub for the southern United States

• Equinix helps companies accelerate business performance
by connecting them to their customers and partners inside the
world’s most-networked data centers
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Four of the five existing Equinix Dallas data centers are located
within the Dallas Infomart Data Center™, a 1,600,000 ft2 (148,645
m2) building with multiple diverse fiber entry points into the building.
With close proximity to the Infomart, DA7 will offer connectivity to
440+ customers such as AT&T, Level 3, Sony, Yahoo, Linkedin and
Verizon, as well as Equinix Cloud Exchange Fabric™ (ECX Fabric™).

Why Dallas?
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Interconnectivity

About Equinix

DA6

Equinix, Inc. (Nasdaq: EQIX)
connects the world’s leading
businesses to their customers,
employees and partners inside the
most-interconnected data centers.
In 52 markets across five continents,
Equinix is where companies come
together to realize new opportunities
and accelerate their business, IT and
cloud strategies. In a digital economy
where enterprise business models
are increasingly interdependent,
interconnection is essential to
success. Equinix operates the only
global interconnection platform,
sparking new opportunities that are
only possible when companies come
together.
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Platform Equinix is Where Global Business and Growth Connect
®

REACH
EVERYWHERE

INTERCONNECT
EVERYONE

INTEGRATE
EVERYTHING

Deploy digital
infrastructure anywhere
you need to be

Discover and reach anyone
on demand, through one
connection to the world

Activate your digital edge
through leading technology
tools, partners and services

COVERAGE
Scale across 24
countries and
52 metros

ECOSYSTEMS
Access the largest
ecosystem of customers,
partners and suppliers

EXPERTISE
Use our packaged solutions of
professional services to design,
implement and optimize

RELIABILITY
Depend on
99.9999%
availability

PERFORMANCE
Create secure, direct,
low-latency connections
physically or virtually

CONTROLS
Leverage software services
to secure, view and manage
your hybrid environment

SERVICE EXCELLENCE
Rely on globally
standardized, high-quality
operations and support

DYNAMIC
Manage your connection
portfolio in real time across
the Equinix footprint

ENABLEMENT
Accelerate your digital business
with leading technology
partners at Equinix

Learn more at Equinix.com or call
toll-free at 1-866-EQUINIX
(1-866-378-4649).

Contact Us

Interested in learning more about DA7?
http://www.equinix.com/contact-us/sales/
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